An accurate demand prediction of emergency supplies according to disaster information and historical data is an important research subject in emergency rescue. This study aims at improving supplies demand prediction accuracy under partial data fuzziness and missing. The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows.
Introduction
During an earthquake disaster, adverse situations occur, such as urgent rescue time, limited manpower and material resources, and chaotic scenes. This situation requires timely demand prediction of emergency rescue supplies with strong phase features. However, this task is affected by various factors, such as social and environmental factors. The fuzziness and uncertainty of information in this situation intensify the difficulty of demand prediction and greatly affect the accuracy and truthfulness of the prediction result. An accurate demand prediction of rescue supplies can save precious time for follow-up rescue work (such as rescue scheduling) [1] . This critical problem needs urgent solutions from emergency management department and planning researchers and has important research values.
The supplies demand prediction problem under partial data fuzziness and missing is studied. In view that it is difficult for the turning point of the whitenization weight function to determine fuzzy data, two computational formulas solving "core" of fuzzy interval grey numbers are proposed, and the obtained "core" replaced primary fuzzy information so arts to reach the goal of transforming uncertain information into certain information; for partial data missing, the improved GKNN algorithm is put forward based on grey relation degree and K-nearest neighbor algorithm. Weights are introduced in the filling and logic test conditions are added after filling so that filling results were of higher truthfulness and accuracy. The preprocessed data are input into the neural network model optimized through the improved genetic algorithm to obtain the trained emergency supplies demand prediction model which is then tested and became optimal after adjustment of model parameters. Therefore, this study was aimed to investigate the most effective method to be used in emergency supplies demand prediction. The main contributions and innovative points of this study are summarized as follows:
(1) Grey system theory is introduced for fuzzy information. Given that the turning points of the whitenization weight function cannot be determined directly, two computing formulas for solving the "core" of fuzzy interval grey numbers are established. The 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society obtained "core" is used as a replacement to the primary fuzzy information to transform uncertain information into certain information.
(2) Because the performance of the traditional GKNN algorithm is greatly affected by the initial K value, resulting in large error fluctuations in the filling results, this study is to improve the GKNN algorithm by adding an innovative weight function to the algorithm and reducing the dependence of the algorithm on the initial K value for missing information. Compared with the traditional GKNN algorithm, the improved GKNN algorithm can reduce the maximum average relative error by more than 20%.
(3) This study is to modify the adaptive function of crossover probability and mutation probability of the genetic algorithm in GABP model, so that the model can better find the initial weight and threshold. Finally the calculation presents that the prediction accuracy is improved by 20.31% ∼ 69%, and its stability is improved by 24.1% ∼ 88.21% at the fivegroup comparative tests of calculated examples of actual disasters.
The remainder of the study is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related literature of solutions to the problem of fuzzy and missing disaster information and optimization method of the demand prediction. Section 3 presents improved models and algorithm for demand prediction of emergency supplies under fuzzy and missing partial data. Section 4 establishes five groups of experiment through actual calculated examples for determining the performance of the demand prediction model. Section 5 elaborates the conclusions and expectations of this study.
Related Work
We survey the related literature from three aspects in this section. Section 2.1 presents a literature review on solving the problem of fuzzy partial data. Section 2.2 reviews main existing methods for solving the problem of missing partial data. Section 2.3 details the related research on GA algorithms for optimization of demand prediction.
. . Solving the Problem of Fuzzy Partial Data. Grey system theory [2] focuses on the system containing certain and uncertain information. It aims at studying the development of uncertain and unknown information in the system into certain and known information, and the effect it reaches accords considerably with the goal of this study.
Existing related studies have used fuzzy information processing using grey system theory. Liu et al. [3] established operation axion and rules of interval grey numbers and transformed grey number operation into real number operation. For the convenience of discussion, whitenization number of mean grey number was taken as the core of grey number in the current study. Whereafter interval grey numeral sequence prediction to a certain degree [4] and multiattribute-group decision-making method [5] were put forward. On the basis of traditional heterogeneous discrete grey prediction model, Xie and Liu [6] redefined interval grey number and its algebraic operation and constructed a new interval grey numeral sequence prediction method combined with the nonhomogenous discrete grey forecasting model. Meanwhile, Zeng et al. [7] , Dang et al. [8] , Ye and Dang [9] , and Wang [10] defined the standard form of interval grey numbers and established an extended correlation analysis method for incomplete information sequences.
In the present study, whitenization weight function of interval grey numbers is determined to realize whitenization processing of fuzzy interval grey numbers and solve the core of interval grey numbers. The whitenization weight function type is mainly decided by location and number of turning points. No unified definite method for selection of turning points of the whitenization weight function exists at present, and turning points are mainly subjectively determined by researchers depending on related grey value distribution information under the research background. For example, Sun and Li [11] studied the whitenization problem in multicriteria decision making and pointed out that turning points of the whitenization weight function were determined by researchers through their subjective judgment based on objective information. No concrete and definite computational formula is available to help researchers determine turning points. Most methods use equal-weighted mean value whitenization method or avoid concrete selection process of turning points while directly taking the whitenization weight function as a known condition for the research. The core formula of interval grey numbers should be solved on the condition that the locations of turning points of the whitenization weight function are uncertain to solve whitenization processing problems of fuzzy interval grey numbers under insufficient grey value distribution information.
. . Solving the Problem of Missing Partial Data. Main existing methods for solving the problem of missing emergency supply demand data are single-imputation, multiple-imputation, and modeling methods. Among singleimputation methods, random imputation, and mean value imputation have simple operations but neglect information correlation and excessively simplified problems. Thus, they are inapplicable to completion of missing disaster information. Another representative single-imputation method is regressive imputation [2] .
Given that each disaster case has different environmental backgrounds, a universal regression model for multiple disaster case properties is unsuitable. Multiple-imputation method is developed on the basis of single-imputation method, and its main idea is to repeatedly execute the same operation for several times to obtain multiple and complete candidate data sets. However, which method should be selected as the repeatedly executed operation needs specific determination. Modeling methods must analyze the mechanism of missing data and then establish a model for properties that require filling. Nevertheless, these methods are inapplicable to small sample sizes.
Related works have studied missing emergency supply demand information. For example, Mohammed et al. [12] Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 3 used KNN algorithm to seek for optimal results of vehicle routing problems for realizing optimized solution of the capacitated vehicle routing problem model while reducing route distance and arrival time and accelerating the client's arrival at the destination. Suguna and Thanushkodi [13] combined genetic algorithm (GA) and KNN to improve classification performance of the hybrid algorithm. On the basis of KNN, Meng et al. [14] sorted missing rates of data in an ascending order to complete the filling work and expanded the filled data into the adjacent selection set.Žukovič and Hristopulos [15] put forward a Directional Gradient-Curvature method based on an objective function. Zhang et al. [16] indicated that grey relation degree was more suitable than Euclidean distance or other distances to calculate similarities between two samples.
Grey relational analysis (GRA) [17] [18] [19] could reflect the tendency relation between the alternative and ideal alternative solutions effectively but could not reflect the situational relation between them. In the present study, values of distinguishing coefficients are redefined to ensure that they sufficiently reflect system completeness while reserving the interfering effect. However, the computing method [20, 21] for distinguishing coefficients in this study may be inapplicable to other fields.
In summary, the similarities of grey relation degrees between measuring objects are reasonable. However, GRA method should be improved in terms of selection of distinguishing coefficients and analysis sorting angle. Combining GRA and KNN as a means of improving the algorithm performance is interesting. Thus, the improved GKNN algorithm is proposed in this study.
. . Optimization Problems Using GA for Demand Prediction.
GA has been demonstrated to be efficient and robust at global searching [22] and thus to accelerate the training rate and improve the performance of the algorithm.
Some researchers focus on the optimization algorithm using GA. For example, Liu et al. [23] proposed an improved GA related to simulated annealing concept to optimize the weight of the pressure vessel under a sudden pressure constraint. Bu et al. [24] applied the improved GA to pollution source governance. Chen et al. [25] used the improved GA to study dynamic airspace sectorization problem. Qin et al. [26] put forward an improved GA optimizer, which was used to solve key technical problems in conceptual design stage of automobiles. Lyu et al. [27] and Wang et al. [28] proposed an improved GA and optimize the BPNN model. Su and Lin [29] designed an algorithm combining GA and BPNN to realize maximum power point tracking in photovoltaic power generation. Fang et al. [30] established a BPNN improved on the basis of GA to simulate external-phase concentration and extraction efficiency of 1-PHE under different operating conditions. Therefore, it can be seen that combining GA and BPNN can obtain ideal optimizing result. However, the development of GA is insufficiently perfect and "premature" phenomenon or evolutional stagnation problems will easily occur. Thus, improved GABP algorithm for demand prediction is proposed in this study.
Methodology
In the case of incomplete and uncertain disaster information, the collected information needs to be preprocessed in order to more accurately predict the demand for disaster relief materials. With the help of grey theory, uncertain information is regarded as grey information, and two formulas for calculating the kernel of interval grey number are proposed, and the specific value after whitening is used to replace the uncertain interval value, so as to achieve the purpose of preprocessing uncertain information. For incomplete information, an improved GKNN algorithm is proposed to fill in the missing value. This method combines the grey relational degree and the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, and adds weight function and logic test on this basis. Finally, the improved GABP model was used to predict the material demand of the preprocessed disaster information. The flow chart of the method is shown in Figure 1 . . Fuzzy Data Processing of the Improved Whitenization Weight Function. Grey value distribution information must be first obtained prior to the construction of whitenization weight function of interval grey numbers. The function can be used to solve the core of the interval grey number, and the core can be used to approximately represent this interval grey number. The whitenization weight function expresses the inclination degree embodied by different values taken for this interval grey number within its interval range. Solving the core of the interval grey number using the whitenization weight function is comparable to solving the value that can mostly embody its inclination degree. An interval grey number ⊗ ∈ [ 1 , 1 ] ( 1 , 1 ∈ and 1 < 1 ) is set, and general form of its whitenization weight function can be expressed as follows:
Then, the core ⊗ ℎ of the interval grey number can be expressed as follows:
The whitenization weight function above is typical, and the geometric figure comprising turning points of the interval grey number and endpoints is a trapezoid. Apart from the typical whitenization weight function, triangular whitenization weight function is also a commonly used function. This function can be obtained by setting 1 = 1 in the typical whitenization weight function. Thus, the triangular whitenization weight function can be expressed as follows:
The core ⊗ ℎ of the interval grey number can be expressed as follows:
The condition above is obtained on the basis of the already known whitenization weight function. However, a certain information quantity is needed under actual environment to determine the whitenization weight function. Determining turning points of the whitenization weight function in the absence of information is difficult. Thus, a concrete formula to express the core of the interval grey number will be discussed under uncertain turning points of the whitenization weight function.
The whitenization weight function of the (th) interval grey number ⊗ is set as ⊗ ( ), upper and lower limits of each interval grey number are known, and ⊗ ∈ [ , ] . As for the (th) interval grey number, a maximum of two turning points and and a minimum of one turning point exist. ⩽ < ⩽ when two turning points exist, and ⩽ ⩽ when only one turning point exists. According to formula (1), the whitenization weight function of the interval grey number can be expressed as follows:
If two turning points ∈ ( , ( + )/2) and ∈ (( + )/2, ) exist, then they can be expressed as follows:
and are coefficients selected by the researcher on the basis of the only existing grey value distribution information. Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society 5 Through simultaneous formulas (2), (6) , and (7), the core of the interval grey number ⊗ can be expressed as follows:
In the formula,
When only one turning point exists, the whitenization weight function of the (th) interval grey number can be expressed as follows according to formula (3):
where the turning point can be expressed as follows:
Through the simultaneous formulas (4) and (15), the core of the interval grey number ⊗ can be expressed as follows:
In accordance with the grey value distribution information provided by the historical disaster data base, the corresponding whitenization weight function is constructed for the fuzzy interval grey number and the core of each interval grey number is solved. Each piece of fuzzy information is turned into directly usable data value for follow-up prediction work. Under difficult acquisition of distribution information, double-turning-point whitenization weight function inferred in this section is used to solve the core formula (8) , whereas single-turning-point whitenization weight function is used to solve the core formula (16) . Thus, rapid and convenient whitenization processing of interval grey numbers can be realized.
. . Missing Data Filling Algorithm Based on the Improved GKNN.
The proposed missing data filling algorithm is improved on the basis of GKNN algorithm, which is a combination of GRA and KNN. KNN uses Euclidean distance to express similarities between samples, whereas GKNN uses grey relation degree as a replacement to Euclidean distance. The use of grey relation degree to express sample similarities can consider the relations of the entire data set fully but not those of two samples.
When using GKNN algorithm, we need to consider three aspects. In fact, these three aspects are the specific settings of the use conditions and parameters of the algorithm. First, how to set the proper initial K value of the algorithm? In this study, the value of K is randomly set within the range of (2, √ ) (where √ represents the square root value of the number of samples), and the logic test condition test algorithm is set to fill in the rationality of the result. If the test condition is not met, the value of K is reselected until the result is reasonable. Second, what distance formula should be used to measure the distance of the algorithm? This study adopts the grey relational degree. The use of grey relation degree to express sample similarities can consider the relations of the entire data set fully but not those of two samples. Third, how to consider the weight of the algorithm's measurement distance? This problem is directly related to the accuracy of the filling results. The weight formula proposed in this study can well solve this problem and reduce the dependence of algorithm performance on the initial K value.
All algorithms improved on the basis of KNN algorithm have one feature, namely, accuracy of algorithm filling result due to K value. No definite and concrete computing formula for K value exists. Thus, cut-and-trial method is commonly used when faced with this problem. For example, Mohammed et al. [12] considered K values within a certain range for multiple repeated experiences and then used mean value of MSEs of the experiments and finally selected K value corresponding to a low error level as the parameter used in the experiment. This method could solve a K value with favorable algorithm filling performance. However, multiple cut-and-trial values needed multiple repeated experiments and calculations, which increased time cost and energy input unavoidably. Research conclusions of some scholars indicated that selection of K value is related to sample size of the study object. For example, Lall and Sharma [31] and Ennenbach et al. [32] believed that K value was not greater than square root of the sample size. Although this conclusion has not achieved a consensus among numerous scholars, it provides other researchers with a reference for K value selection.
The first improvement made for the proposed GKNN algorithm is to reduce its dependence on K value.
First, K value is randomly initialized, and then relation degree sorting of K candidate samples is conducted. The sample with great relation degree is similar to the target sample to be filled. Thus, a large weight is set for this sample. The sample with small relation degree has low similarity with the target sample. Therefore, a small weight is set for this sample. The weight of each candidate sample is the percentage of the grey relation degree between the corresponding candidate and target samples in the sum of grey relation degrees between 6 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society all candidate samples and the target sample. Given that the principle of the traditional KNN algorithm is to fill by taking the mean value of K candidate samples, the filling effect is restricted by K value selection. Assigning weights to candidate samples but not taking the mean value can strip off the dependence of KNN algorithm on K value to a great degree. Accordingly, the range of K value should be determined, and an ideal filling effect can be obtained by randomly taking a K value in this range. Following the conclusions of [31] , the range of K value can be determined as 2 ≤ ≤ √ .
The second improvement made for the proposed GKNN algorithm is to add a test link to its filling result.
During missing information filling of the algorithm, a common mistake is assigning an impossible value as missing value of the target sample. To avoid this problem in the filling algorithm, whether the filling result is reasonable must be tested after filling of each piece of missing information is completed.
Test conditions should be set in accordance with the research contents. In this study, attributes within the target sample should be compared for the sake of completing filling. For example, attributes of one sample are number of households, population , and number of people losing residence. Test conditions can be different depending on dissimilar filling attributes, and test conditions under five circumstances are provided.
(1) When filling attribute is while other attributes are complete, the filling result should satisfy 0.5 > > 0.25 .
(2) When filling attribute is while is vacant and other attributes are complete, the filling result should satisfy 5 > >1.25 .
(3) When filling attribute is while other attributes are complete, the filling result should satisfy 4 > > 2 .
(4) When filling attribute is , is vacant, >1000, and other attributes are complete, the filling result should satisfy 10 > >6 .
(5) When filling attribute is , is vacant, < 1000, and other attributes are complete, the filling result should satisfy 20 > >10 .
If the filling result does not conform to the set conditions, then return to determination phase of value. value will be reselected within the range, and valuation method is = −1; the filling will be continued after value is determined. If the filling result still does not meet the set conditions, then return to selection phase of value for reselection; when = 1, = √ is reset. Adding the test conditions can avoid logistic mistakes of the filling result, thereby making this result reasonable.
The logic flow of the improved GKNN algorithm is given as in Algorithm 1.
. . Improved GABP Algorithm. A self-adaptive GA was introduced here to realize weight value initialization and threshold optimization of the BPNN model. The proposed improved GABP algorithm exerts not only fast global search advantage of GA but also extensive mapping advantage of BPNN.
The algorithm flow is given as follows.
Step . The samples are input to train the BPNN model. The number of iterations of network training is set as 2,000 times, the training accuracy is 0.001, the learning rate is 0.1, and L-M optimization algorithm (trainlm) is selected as the training function [33] . After the training, the initial network structure is obtained, and then the initial weight value and threshold are coded to randomly generate an initial population.
Step . Parameter initialization of GA is conducted [34] .
The maximum evolution frequency of GA is set as 40, the population size is 15, the crossover rate is 0.5, the mutation probability is 0.01, the collected training samples are input, the error of the network prediction result is calculated, and the reciprocal of error sum of squares is taken as individual fitness. If individual fitness value is great, then the corresponding prediction error is small; otherwise, the prediction error is large. The fitness values of the individuals should be as great as possible.
Step . Population crossover and mutation probabilities will change with the fitness during the iteration process, and appropriate change can give the following features to the population evolution process. When individual fitness is small, crossover and mutation probabilities should be properly increased to intensify population diversity for preventing the algorithm from being caught in locally optimal solution. When individual fitness is large, crossover and mutation probabilities should be properly reduced to elevate optimizing and convergence rate for preventing the algorithm from being caught in random walk. Crossover and mutation probabilities of the self-adaptive GA are adjusted using the following formula:
where max is the maximum fitness value in the population;
V is the mean fitness value of each population; min is the minimum fitness value in the population; 1 is the maximum fitness value between two crossover individuals; 2 is the fitness value of the mutant individual; is a value between (0, 1).
Step .
Step 3 is repeated to evolve the weight and threshold of the neural network continuously until the error of network Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society Calculate grey relation degree (6) For sorting, candidate samples are selected (7) Fill missing information for the candidate samples by combining weight values (8) IF the result conforms to the test conditions (9) THEN fill the next target sample (10) ELSE change value and re-fill. (11) END FOR (12) END FOR Algorithm 1 prediction result reaches the training goal or the number of iterations of the self-adaptive GA reaches the maximum value. Then, GA ends, and optimal initial weight and threshold are output.
Step . The obtained optimal initial weight and threshold are assigned to the BPNN model for simulated prediction.
Experiments and Results
We analyze the collected historical disaster information and preprocess the data according to different situations, so as to serve as the data basis for the subsequent prediction model. For the range data in disaster information, we regard it as the interval grey number in grey number theory and calculate the kernel of grey number. The obtained nuclear substitution has only a general range of grey number, and the whitening of grey number is completed in Section 4.1. We propose an improved GKNN algorithm to fill the gaps in disaster information in Section 4.2. Then we used the improved adaptive genetic algorithm to optimize the initial weight and threshold of BP neural network, compared the improved model with the traditional GABP model, and verified the stability and superiority of the model. Finally, the preprocessed disaster information was used as the training data of the improved GABP model, and the demand for emergency supplies after the disaster was predicted in Section 4.3.
. . Whitenization Processing of Interval Grey Numbers.
This study took the earthquake disaster loss data set in mainland China during the period of 2006∼2010 as an example. Incomplete information in the data set was analyzed, and fuzzy information and missing information were preprocessed. Each row of the data set expresses one disaster case. For example, the first row in Table 1 represents the 5.0-magnitude earthquake in Mojiang, Yunnan Province on Jan. 12, 2006 . Each column of the data set represents detailed event information, including number of households, population, earthquake magnitude, focal depth, epicentral intensity, disaster-stricken area, death toll, number of injuries, and number of people losing houses. The void item in each row indicates that this data item has missing information. If one item in the sample row is interval number, then this item is interval fuzzy number, namely, interval grey number.
A total of 14 interval grey numbers were selected. Doubleturning-point and single-turning-point whitenization weight functions proposed in Section 3 were used to solve the core formulas (8) and (16), respectively. A total of 20 groups of experiment were carried out, and the experiment was divided into two major groups. The experimental background was that interval grey number was already known. Given that grey value distribution information was insufficient, number of turning points of the whitenization weight function of each interval grey number was unknown. The discussion was conducted under different circumstances: two turning points of the whitenization weight function and one turning point. Under the two circumstances, auxiliary variables influencing turning points randomly took values within the interval (0, 1). Numbers of turning points in different experiments were different because values were randomly selected. As a result, the solved core results of interval grey numbers were different. Therefore, core solving process of each interval grey number was repeated 20 times, and relative error between each result and the reference value was recorded. The reference value here was calculated through the definition of interval grey number "core" with lack of grey value distribution information following [3] . The principle was as follows: all interval grey numbers were put under mean value whitenization processing due to the lack of grey value distribution information. In other words, the whitenization weight function of each interval grey number was regarded as mean value distribution with the interval range, and the embodied grey value distribution probabilities were equal.
Core solving process of the first interval grey number is taken as an example (see the second line in the Table 1 ; that is, = 1).
Under insufficient grey value information distribution, the following condition is obtained when the core of the interval grey number is solved using formula (8):
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In the formulas, 1 and 1 randomly take values within (0, 1), and value assigning results are 1 = 0.8003 and 1 = 0.1419. Then, the core of the interval grey number based on double-turning-point whitenization weight function is calculated as ⊗ ℎ 1 = 84731. When the core the interval grey number is solved using formula (16) , the following condition is obtained:
In the formula, 1 randomly takes a value within (0, 1), and it is 1 = 0.7922 here. Consequently, the core of the interval grey number based on single-turning-point whitenization weight function is obtained as ⊗ ℎ 1 = 85091. Following [3] , the core of the interval grey number obtained through calculation is given as follows:
Two calculation results obtained in this study were compared with the reference value calculated in [3] . Notably, the relative error of the result obtained through the calculation with the double-turning-point whitenization weight function is 0.02%, whereas that with the single-turning-point whitenization weight function is 0.40%. The results obtained through the two core solving formulas are approximate to the reference value, and the slight difference is actually embodiment of simulated random distribution of grey value information under lack of grey value information distribution. In practical application, information data should not only be accurate but also are accompanied with a certain "noise," which reflects information uncertainty. The two core solving formulas proposed in this study can embody this uncertainty of information distribution without affecting data accuracy. Error ranges of the results of 14 interval grey numbers calculated through the two core solving formulas are given in Figure 2 . Figure 2 shows the comparison of results obtained through two core solving formulas and the reference value in [3] . The x-coordinate expresses one interval grey number, and y-coordinate represents average relative error (ARE) of the calculated result based on the reference value. For example, mean results of four interval grey numbers through 20 experiments indicate that the results calculated through the two core solving formulas are approximate to the reference value. The overall mean error of the results obtained through core solving formula (6) of double-turning-point whitenization weight function is 1.19%, and the mean used time is 1.23 s. The two figures under single-turning-point whitenization weight function are 1.19% and 0.2 s. The two methods are the same in the calculation process. However, the core of interval fuzzy numbers calculated using formula (8) is more accurate than that calculated using formula (16) .
In summary, if grey value distribution information is insufficient and the researcher must transform interval grey numbers into real numbers for the convenience of the followup use demand, then the proposed core solving formula can be used for whitenization processing of interval grey numbers. When the researcher deems that most interval grey numbers in the studied target samples are partial to typically measured whitenization weight function (that is, standard trapezoidal whitenization weight function), the computing formula for the core of the interval grey number based on the double-turning-point whitenization weight function is recommended. If most interval grey numbers in the studied target samples are partial to moderately measured whitenization weight function (that is, isosceles triangular whitenization weight function), then the computing formula for the core of the interval weight function based on single-turning-point whitenization weight function is recommended. If many interval grey numbers need whitenization processing (that is, the data size is large), then the computing formula for the core of the interval weight function based on singleturning-point whitenization weight function can be selected in consideration of time cost. If accuracy of the whitenization processing result is pursued, then the computing formula for the core of the interval grey number based on the doubleturning-point whitenization weight function can be selected. The advantage of the proposed core computing formula lies in that whitenization processing can reflect uncertainty of information distribution while guaranteeing result accuracy. The computing method is also simple and easy to use.
. . Completion Processing of Missing Information.
After interval grey numbers are processed, missing values will be filled. The filling algorithm proposed in this study combines GKNN and conditional screening (GKNN-CS hereinafter) and is based on certain screening conditions. The filling effect of this algorithm will be compared with that of GKNN algorithm in [16] . The two algorithms are used to fill the data set, and ARE and filling effective rate of filling results are taken for comparison. ARE is calculated as follows:
where is a filling value and is the true value at the location corresponding to .
Then, the calculated example is used to present the steps of the proposed algorithm.
Step . The second row in Table 1 is selected as target samples to be filled. The algorithm checks the number of missing items in the target samples first and then finds only one missing item, which is recorded as . The missing attribute is "number of households," and it is selected as the filling target.
Step . The matrix consisting of all samples including missing and complete data sets is made dimensionless through standard mapstd method with a mapping mean value of 0 and a mapping variance of 1.
Step . On the basis of the target samples, difference values between all residual and target samples are calculated. In this process, if surplus missing items exist in addition to the filling target in the target samples, then these missing items are temporarily replaced by zero in case that all difference sequences in the column where void values are located are void in the follow-up steps. After the calculation of difference sequences, the values are restored.
Step . Minimum and maximum elements in the obtained difference sequence matrix are obtained and recorded as min and max , respectively.
Step . Relational coefficient matrix of each sample relative to the target samples is calculated, and the calculation formula is given as follows:
where ( , ) expresses row A and column B in the relation coefficient matrix and ( , ) expresses row A and column B in the difference sequence. A small distinguishing coefficient p indicates great distinguishing capacity. This coefficient generally takes a value within (0, 1), and it is taken as = 0.5 here.
Step . The sum of rows of the relation coefficients matrix is solved, each row is divided by number of columns in the overall data set matrix (that is, number of sample attribute types) to obtain relation degree matrix , and the elements in the matrix are sorted.
Step . K value, which can be randomly selected within the range (2, √ ), is initialized. The initial K value is integrated into 0 , where m represents number of rows of the overall data set matrix (that is, sample size).
Step . K numbers, which are great in the sorted matrix , are selected and recorded as , ∈ (1, 2, ..., ). Attribute values of the candidate samples corresponding to the numbers are extracted and recorded as , ∈ (1, 2, . . . , ). A value is assigned to to complete the filling process.
where , ∈ (1, 2, . . . , ) is the weight of the attribute value of each candidate sample, and its concrete computing formula is given as follows:
Step . Whether the filling result of is reasonable is checked. Under this circumstance, represents the number of households, which cannot exceed four times the "number of people" attribute value in the sample where it is located and cannot be lower than the "population" attribute value. If the filling result does not meet this condition, then Step 11 is entered; otherwise, Step 12 is entered.
Step . = + 1, and Steps 8 to 10 are repeated. If > √ , then = 2, and Steps 8 to 10 are repeated. In this step, whether K is equal to 0 is checked when K value changes. If yes, then Step 12 is directly entered.
Step . After the filling for this target is finished, then the next missing item is filled. If no missing item exists in this target sample, then the next target sample is determined. A new missing item is searched by repeating Step 1.
Step . After all missing items of the entire data set is completed, the algorithm is ended.
To verify the algorithm performance in the processing of samples of different missing degrees, the same data set was artificially deleted, the deletion quantity was controlled to simulate data sets of different missing degrees, and missing proportion ranged from 5% to 50%. Figure 3 shows that sample missing rate increases, and relative errors of both filling algorithms increase. When sample missing rate is within 5% ∼ 10%, the two algorithms have favorable filling performance. When sample missing rate increases to approximately 25%, it considerably influences the accuracy of the filling result. Under the same missing rate, GKNN-CS is more approximate to the true value than the traditional GKNN. This advantage is obvious when filling samples with a large missing rate. This result indirectly indicates the reduced dependence of GKNN-CS on K value after the weight is added and its better accuracy than the traditional GKNN algorithm.
However, algorithm filling result does not always conform to the reality. When the same size is limited, K-neighbor optimization of GKNN algorithm cannot find sufficient and proper approximate samples to fill missing values. Effective rate of algorithm filling expresses the percentage of reasonable quantity of filling results in the total filling quantity. Figure 4 shows that, when the sample missing rate is not large, GKNN-CS can effectively fill all missing values. However, when missing rate further increases, filling effective rates of both algorithms gradually decline. In the samples with the same missing degree, filling effective rate of GKNN is not as good as that of GKNN-CS. This result fully certifies that, after the test conditions are added, GKNN-CS can acquire filling results in great agreement with reality.
. . Improved GABP Prediction Model. A complete data set was obtained after all missing items of the data set were completed. The complete data set was used to train basic GABP and the improved GABP based on MATLAB platform. The trained networks were used to predict the number of missing people. Each network repeated the prediction 50 times, and then result errors of GABP and improved GABP were compared. Y-coordinate represents relative error, which refers to the percentage of the true difference value between the predicted values obtained through GABP or the improved GABP and true value. The closer the relative error is to zero, the better. X-coordinate represents the forecasting times through the first to the 50th experiments. Figure 5 shows that error fluctuation range of GABP predicted values is large, whereas many errors of predicted values obtained through the improved GABP are distributed to nearly 0%. Through the calculation, average prediction error in 50 times of experiment carried out by GABP is approximately 18.17%, whereas that carried out by GABP is approximately 6.83%. Evidently, the initial weight and threshold of the improved GABP algorithm are better for the BPNN model to seek for global optimum during the iteration process.
The primary and processed data were then input into the improved GABP model. Primary data include fuzzy interval numbers and missing information, and these primary samples will affect prediction accuracy of the neural network. The processed data have become a complete data set, and they are abbreviated as preprocessed samples (presamples). Complete and sufficient data contribute highly to prediction of the neural network. Prediction results in different training processes of the neural network are inconsistent. Thus, average value of the same target in repeated predictions must be obtained to determine the concrete predicted value. Accordingly, each group of experiment was repeated 20 times, each result was recorded, and relative error between predicted and true values was calculated.
The experiment was divided into five groups. Primary samples and presamples in each group were used to train the improved GABP model, and results were predicted. The first-group prediction target was number of reliefs needed in the Dangchang 4.3-magnitude earthquake in Gansu Province on March 27, 2006 . The second-group prediction target was rice demand in the Yanjin 5.1-magnitude earthquake accompanied with 4.7-magnitude earthquake in Yunnan Prediction results of the first and second groups are shown in Figures 6 and 7 , respectively. In the first group, the prediction results of the primary samples show that the ARE and variance are 12.40% and 41.13, respectively. The prediction results of presamples indicate that the ARE and variance in this group are 5.07% and 4.85, respectively. In the second group, the prediction results of primary samples reveal that the ARE and variance are 14.55% and 39.16, respectively. The prediction results of presamples imply that the ARE and variance in this group are 4.51% and 7.02, respectively. Notably, the prediction result obtained by training the neural network using complete data set is more stable and has higher accuracy than the result obtained using primary data.
Prediction results of the third group are shown in Figure 8 . In the third group, the prediction results of primary samples show that the ARE and variance are 15.47% and 64.31, respectively. The prediction results of presamples indicate that the ARE and variance in this group are 8.53% and 12.33, respectively. Similarly, the prediction result obtained by training the neural network using complete data set is more stable and accurate than the result obtained using primary data. However, the improvement degree of prediction accuracy by presamples is restricted compared with those in the first and second groups. In conclusion, the prediction stability is the poorest when fuzzy and missing data simultaneously exist in primary samples. When only fuzzy information exists in primary samples, the improvement in the model prediction performance is restricted.
Prediction results of the fourth group are shown in Figure 9 . In the fourth group, the prediction results of primary samples imply that the ARE and variance are 12.21% and 61.09, respectively. The prediction results of presamples reveal that the ARE and variance in this group are 9.73% and 46.37, respectively. Although the prediction result obtained by training the neural network using complete data set has more advantages over that obtained using primary data, the advantages are inconsiderable. The third and fourth groups are similar because they have only one uncertain phenomenon, but their uncertain phenomena have different expression forms. Comparison of prediction results between the two groups indicates that fuzzy information contains the trace of finding the true information, and prediction accuracy Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society can be greatly improved through whitenization processing of fuzzy information. Missing phenomenon cannot provide any information, and filling algorithm can only use the complete data set to complete the missing items but results in biased estimation. Thus, the complete data set obtained through filling inconsiderably contributes in improving the prediction effect.
Prediction results of the fifth group are shown in Figure of the experimental results in the fifth, first, and second groups, the following conclusion can be drawn. The complete data set obtained by preprocessing the primary data through the proposed data preprocessing method for fuzzy or missing information is better for accurate and effective prediction of the casualties in the earthquake disaster.
Under the reference effect of the fifth group, the experimental groups which can truly embody data completeness and effectiveness of the proposed data preprocessing method are the first, second, third, and fourth groups. The experiments show that the proposed preprocessing method not only can avoid missing information of potential values in the primary data but also can help improve stability and accuracy of the prediction result. The calculation indicates that the prediction accuracy is improved by 20.31% ∼ 69%, and its stability is improved by 24.1% ∼ 88.21%.
. . Experimental Results. Through five experiments, the preprocessed disaster information is compared with the original disaster information, and their contribution to the material demand forecast is analyzed. The experimental results show that if there are missing values and fuzzy values in the disaster information, using the method in this study to preprocess the disaster and then predict the material demand, the prediction accuracy can be significantly improved, at least 20% in the experiment. The proposed method effectively solved the prediction problem under incomplete information in an earthquake disaster, thereby providing information support and guarantee for demand prediction of emergency supplies.
It should be noted that the disaster information preprocessing method proposed in this study needs to meet certain conditions before it can be used. For example, the kernel formula of interval grey number requires that the whitening weight function of interval grey number is based on trapezoidal whitening weight function or triangular whitening weight function.
Conclusions and Future Work
The core solving concept of whitenization weight function of grey theory was applied to processing of fuzzy information in this study. Two simple and easy core solving formulas of fuzzy interval grey numbers were put forward for whitenization processing of fuzzy data under uncertain grey value information distribution. These formulas reserved uncertainty of information distribution objectively existing in the primary data while guaranteeing accuracy. It avoids the situation that it is difficult for researchers to use whitening weight function to calculate the interval grey number when they cannot determine the distribution of grey value information.
Grey relation degree and KNN algorithm were combined, logic test conditions were added, and weights were introduced in the filling link and used for completion of the missing information, which reduced the dependence degree of GKNN algorithm on K value. As a result, the improved GKNN algorithm had better performance, the improved GKNN algorithm can reduce the maximum average relative error by more than 20%, and its filling result conformed considerably to the actual logic.
GA was improved and combined with BPNN to predict the casualties in the earthquake, and a prediction model with accurate prediction effect was obtained. Experimental results showed that the modified GABP model reduced the average relative error by 11.34%.
Despite the above-mentioned innovative points, this study exhibited some deficiencies. (1) Only typically measured and triangular whitenization function types were considered in the derivation of core solving formulas based on the whitenization weight function. Other types of whitenization weight function were not involved. (2) During the optimization process of BPNN using self-adaptive GA, the simulation experiment was quite time consuming, and a large time cost should be input into the repeated simulation experiments. Therefore, future research can focus on shortening the time used in the operation process without sacrificing prediction accuracy.
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